Setcom Releases the First Fire Wireless Headset with Direct Cell Phone Integration

Latest Liberator Headset Is the Equivalent of a Command Center on Your Head.

Austin, Texas, March 20, 2012 – Setcom® Corporation, a leading manufacturer of intercom systems and headsets for fire apparatus, today released the latest innovation in public safety vehicle and fire ground communications. This advance allows the Liberator wireless headset to directly connect to most Bluetooth-enabled mobile phones. For more information, visit: http://setcomcorp.com/cell-phone-intercom-integration.html.

With the simple touch of a button, the Liberator headset connects to a Bluetooth-enabled cell phone. It is easy to use and allows numerous ways for public safety personnel to communicate. The Liberator headset now becomes a command center on your head. Users can connect to:

- Up to 3 mobile radios
- A portable radio
- A cell phone
- Apparatus intercom system
- Entertainment audio source plugged into System 900 intercom or System 1300 intercom

The applications of this newest technology are vast and include:

- Interfacing a cell phone into a Battalion Chief’s vehicle command post communication system
- Allowing paramedics to easily speak over the phone with doctors while en route to the hospital
- Adding cell phone capabilities to a mobile command center intercom system
- Communicating with non-traditional information sources while on the fire ground

In addition to directly connecting the Liberator headset to a Bluetooth-enabled mobile phone, Setcom offers two other ways to connect to these types of devices:

1. Full Intercom Connection: The RSM-900CPI allows all intercom users to hear the audio from a cell phone and radio-transmit positions to speak to the phone. Easily switch between radios and the phone or monitor them all simultaneously.
2. Single Intercom Position Connection: The CPI-900SYS2 allows a user of any Setcom wired or wireless headset to hear and transmit to a Bluetooth device.
Because Setcom uses Bluetooth technology, it was the first and only company to pioneer this direct connection innovation for the fire service. No other current wireless vendor of fire apparatus communications systems will be able to replicate this feature because they do not use the Bluetooth standard in their headsets.

“The important applications that our customers have identified with this advancement have us very excited. Our engineering team listened to customer requirements and delivered a fantastic addition to our already cutting edge headset,” said James Roberts, Setcom President.

Why the Liberator Is the Superior Fire Wireless System

- Only wireless headset to have direct to cell phone integration.
- Up to 30 hours of battery life. For extra safety, 25% longer life than competitive systems.
- Only wireless headset to have "Instant On" technology which saves time on the way to the scene.
- Only wireless headset to integrate a portable radio allowing for multiple channel monitoring.
- Only wireless system with the flexibility of the Aerial Advantage Antenna.
- Only Setcom uses Bluetooth technology, as opposed to DECT6, for voice transmission.
  - DECT (Digitally Enhanced Cordless Telecommunications) is a European standard designed for non-critical, cordless phone systems for residential, in-home use.
  - Bluetooth operates over 2.4GHz which is a proven frequency band free from the interference of powerful cell phone transmission technology. DECT6 operates at 1.9GHz, which is sandwiched between the high powered transmit and receive 1.9GHz frequency bands that most major cellular carriers use in the United States. Thus the 1.9GHz frequency band has the potential to have significant interference.
  - Bluetooth technology's 128-bit encryption is also much greater than DECT6's 64-bit encryption which gives Setcom's users increased security and peace of mind.
  - Liberator system lets you put antennas where you want them in the fire apparatus. Some DECT implementations require that the antennas be attached to the window of the apparatus thus decreasing visibility for drivers and passengers. Setcom’s Bluetooth implementation gives users much more flexibility in the positioning of the antennas in the vehicle.

About Setcom Corporation

Founded in 1970, Setcom® (www.SetcomCorp.com) is a privately-held company that has pioneered the engineering and manufacturing of high-quality wireless communications systems, headsets and accessories for two-way radios. Setcom addresses communications requirements for high-noise, rugged workplace environments where OSHA, NFPA, DoDI 6055.12, or EU-OSHA hearing safety standards often apply. Setcom’s markets include firefighters, rescue personnel, paramedics, police motorcycle officers, the United States military, mariners, and industrial users.

Over 1,000 structural fire departments and 90% of major American airport fire departments use Setcom products, which include fire truck wireless intercom systems, airport rescue apparatus intercom systems and rugged mobile and portable radio headset interfaces. Emergency vehicles that Setcom systems can be
used on include pumper, tanker, engine, aerial, quint, ladder, hazmat, ambulance, brush, ARFF, command center, wildland, and rescue trucks. For more information about Setcom's complete product line of fire apparatus intercom systems, please visit: http://www.setcomcorp.com/fire.html.

Setcom invented the first law enforcement motorcycle communications system at its founding in 1970. Today thousands of motor officers rely daily on their Setcom wired and wireless systems to keep them connected to their vital radio networks. No matter the brand of motorcycle, type of helmet, or model of portable or mobile radio, Setcom has a configuration to meet the requirement. For more information about Setcom's complete product line of rugged motorcycle headset systems, please visit: http://www.setcomcorp.com/police.html.

Setcom recently acquired Piratecom, the premier designer and manufacturer of superior communications gear for watercraft. Piratecom has become the brand that boat OEMs and end users turn to for reliability and innovation in extreme high-noise situations. Its ground-breaking products have been put on vessels that range from airboats to fire boats to workboats to tugboats to go-fast boats to rescue boats to patrol boats. In particular, numerous municipalities, counties, states, and federal agencies have standardized on Piratecom intercom and headset systems for their marine fleets. For more information on Setcom’s marine systems, please visit: http://www.setcomcorp.com/boat.html.
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